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Abstract
In baseball, bats made of metal are designed to perform like bats made of wood. To test how similarly
they actually perform, both types of bats were used by hitters in a batting cage off of a pitching
machine. The pitching machines velocity could be adjusted as needed. A radar gun was used to
measure the velocity of a batted baseball. The exiting velocities of balls hit with metal and wood bats
were compared. The natural bending modes were also analyzed to compare the size of each sweet spot.
It was discovered that when missing the sweet spot the bats performed similarly, but, when the sweet
spot was hit, the metal bat performed significantly better.
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I. Introduction

Baseball is a game of collisions and energy transfer. Every play begins with a pitcher
throwing a baseball (a hard sphere roughly 7.5 centimeters in diameter and 145 grams in weight)

in the direction of a batter. The batter attempts to strike the moving ball with a bat into the field
of play. A pitched ball may travel towards a batter at upwards of 40 meters per second and, after
the collision, may leave at even greater speeds. The bat-ball collision of a well-hit baseball lasts
about one millisecond and applies 40,000 Newtons of forceL 1J.
America's pastime sparks physicists' curiosity because of situations such as this. The
physics of baseball has been studied extensively, from the aerodynamics of a baseball in flight to
the torque a batter can put into a bat. The bat-ball collision has been broken down and analyzed
in many studies by physicists like Adair[ll, Crossr2u31, and Nathanr 41.
This collision is inelastic meaning that kinetic energy is not conserved. When a ball is hit
well, it will compress to about half its diameter. A baseball's deformation at contact is shown
well in Figure 2.

18.45 m

Figure 1: A diagram of a typical baseball mound and plate. The baseball travels the 18. 4 m at
around 40 mis towards the batter.
I

This compression transforms some of the balls kinetic energy into thermal energy. The
coefficient of restitution (COR) is used to describe how well on object will conserve kinetic
energy during an inelastic collision. This value is defined by the ratio of the object's velocity
away from the collision to the velocity of the object towards the collisions (V auJV in). The
coefficient ofrestitution of the typical baseball is about 0.5. For example Rawlings, a baseball
manufacturer, tests the COR of its baseballs by firing them against a concrete wall at 26 meters
per second. The rebound velocity of the baseballs is, on average, 14.6 meters per second. This
means that these baseballs have a COR of 0.565l 1J. These rebounded balls have just 32% of the
energy of an incoming baseball meaning the baseballs can be modeled by a spring that absorbs
68% of the collision energy.

Figure 2: The compression of a baseball during the collision.
Image retrieved from reference [5]
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Another factor that absorbs kinetic energy is the baseball bat itself. Different bats have
different effects on the baseball. In baseball, two main types of bats are used, wood and metal.
Historically, metal bats have been known to give baseballs a higher outgoing velocity. In recent
years metal bats have been designed to act more like wood for safety reasons. Since 2011 in the
NCAA, bats used must have a certified ball-bat coefficient of restitution (BBCOR) to ensure the
bat plays more like wood.
The velocity of a baseball can be measured with a radar gun. This is a handheld device
that measures velocity using the Doppler effect. The radar gun emits microwaves at a known
frequency. These microwaves reflect off of a moving object, in this case a baseball, and return to
the radar gun. The frequency of the emitted waves has been changed upon reflection due to the
Doppler effect. If the baseball is approaching the gun, the frequency is increased. If the baseball
is moving away from the gun, the frequency is decreased. The radar gun will read the returning
frequencies and calculate the velocity of the baseball.
Using the pitching machine to create a bat-ball collision, the radar gun can be used to
calculate the incoming and outgoing velocities of the baseball. The ratio of these velocities is the
coefficient of restitution of the bat for the particular ball being used. This can be used to compare
the performance of the bats.
The main reason for the difference in the performance of the bats is due to the difference
in the natural vibrations of the bat. When a bat is excited by a collision, natural modes of
vibration oscillate through the bat. Metal and wood bats have very different modes of vibration.
This difference can be directly seen by looking at the vibration's acoustic spectrum. The different
modes will show up as peaks in the spectrum at their specific frequency. These modes determine
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how the bat will bend and vibrate during the collision. This is an important factor in the
difference of the bats' coefficient of restitution.
The focus of this thesis is to compare wood bats to these BBCOR bats and determine
how similar they actually are. The coefficient of restitution in a bat-ball collision for a particular
bat can be found experimentally. This is done most efficiently with a pitching machine. This
machine can simulate a baseball pitch by launching a baseball horizontally at a range of
velocities that an actual pitcher can achieve. By firing the baseballs toward a suspended bat or a
batter, the bat-ball collision can be created in a controlled environment. From here the incoming
and outgoing velocities can be measured with a radar gun.
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II. Theory

Depending on the contact point, the bat is able to transfer more or less energy into the
ball. The more a bat is able to flex or bend upon contact, the more kinetic energy it is going to
absorb. Different contact points will cause the bat to bend differently based on the natural
modes of vibration in the bat. Shown in Figure 3 is the fundamental bending mode of a
hypothetical bat. This is the natural vibration of the bat with two nodes, or mode 1 [2•31
If the ball contacts a node, where the amplitude is very small, the bat will not be able to

bend as much and more energy can be transferred into the ball. Baseball players refer to this as
the sweet spot, about 5 or 6 inches away from the end of the bat. From a scientific standpoint,
Rod Cross has the most accepted definition of a sweet spot. He defines the sweet zone to be the

Fundamental Bending Mode

ode

Figure 3: The fundamental bending mode is shown in relation to the length of the bat. The
amplitude is exaggerated to emphasize how the bat will bend.
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area between the nodes of the first two modes ofvibration[3l. This is diagramed in Figure 4.
From Figures 3 and 4 it is easy to see that a ball colliding with the end of the bat or the
handle can cause the bat to bend significantly. This will absorb the energy of the collision and
cause the baseball to leave at a lower velocity than a ball hit by the sweet spot.
These modes of vibration are unique to each bat. In baseball, two types of bats are used,
wood and metal. Metal bats have been known to hit baseballs with more velocity. They have
larger sweet spots than wood bats due to their different vibrations and the fact that metal bats can
be hollow. This means that the barrel of a metal bat can be larger and still be the same weight as
a wood bat.
Other factors also play into the difference in performance of wood and metal bats. Metal
bats have different distributions of mass than wood bats and therefore different moments of
inertial4J. Wood bats have a center of mass farther away from a batter's hands meaning they have

Fundamental Bending Mode and Second Mode

S\\ cet
S pot

Figure 4: The fundamental bending mode is superimposed on top of the second bending mode.
The distance between the nodes on the barrel is the sweet spot.
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higher moments of inertia. The centers of mass of the bats used in the experiments are marked
with a red line in Figure 5 to show the difference between the weight distribution of metal and
wood bats. A bat with a higher moment of inertia will result in slower bat speed and slower bat
speed results in slower exit velocity of the baseball.

Figure 5: The centers of mass of a metal bat (top) and wood bat (bottom) are compared.
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III. Methods
The experiments were carried out using a TriplePlay Premier pitching machine,
shown in Figure 6. The machine uses three rapidly rotating wheels to fire balls accurately
and at any selected speed. The bats used were an Easton S 1 an Old Hickory Ash DS43 .
To measure the velocity of the baseballs, a Juggs radar gun was used.
First, the pitching machines speed consistency was tested with the radar gun.
Setting the machine to different speeds, the speed of each fired ball was recorded from
behind the machine. From behind the machine, the radar gun could more effectively
attain a measurement of velocity. The radar gun will sometimes not get a reading and
more consistently received one while behind the machine.
This test was carried out by setting the pitching machine to different speeds, from
60 miles per hour to 80 miles per hour at increments of 5 miles per hour. The ball would

Figure 6: The TriplePlay premier pitching machine.
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be placed into the pitching machine and fired . The radar gun would pick up a
measurement of the ball's velocity and it would be recorded. For all velocities tested, the
ball never varied more than 2 miles per hour from the entered speed.
The next test on the pitching machine was an accuracy and precision test. The
baseballs were fired at a black mat hanging vertically 7 meters away as seen in Figure 7.
Each baseball was dusted with rosin prior to being placed in the machine in order to
leave a distinctive mark were it contacted the mat. The first ball was fired onto the black
mat and its mark was considered the origin of the coordinate system. After, the next
baseballs were fired individually at the mat. The distance the new contact point was
from our origin was recorded in x and y directions using a ruler. The balls only differed
vertically by only a few millimeters. This proved the plausibility of hitting the barrel of a
stationary baseball bat consistently from 7 meters away.

Figure 7: The black mat hung to test the precision of the pitching machine.
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The first test using the baseball bats was to find their coefficients of restitution.
The coefficient of restitution is defined by the ratio of the incoming velocity (out of the
pitching machine) to the outgoing velocity (after hitting the bat). This test was done with
stationary bats. The bats were hung from the batting cages from a string by their centers
of balance. This allowed the system holding the bat to apply no torque on the bat. During
a baseball swing, all the energy from the bat has already been transferred to the ball
before the waves reach the handle, so a hanging bat can give a pure measurement of the
coefficient of restitution. After the bat was hung horizontally by its balance point, the
pitching machine was set up square to the bat 7 meters away. This setup is illustrated in
Figures 8 and 9. Balls were fired at the bat from the machine. The machine can be
adjusted to move the pitch in any direction, up, down, left, or right. Baseballs were fired
and the machine would be adjusted until it was making contact with the bat's barrel. After
the machine was calibrated, measurements of incoming and outgoing velocities could be
measured.

10
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Figure 8: The hanging bat setup from above showing the balls pathfrom the pitching machine to
the hanging bat.

Figure 9: The ash bat hanging by its balance point.
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From behind the machine, the radar gun could take readings of the velocity
moving out of the machine. After the collision with the bat, the velocity away from the
bat could be recorded and an assistant could reset the bat to its original stationary
position. The recordings could only be taken when the outgoing path was somewhat
parallel to path of the pitch. These line drives were relatively infrequent and glancing
blows were common. When the ball would contact the top or bottom of the bat's barrel, it
would be deflected up or down that was not in the direction of the radar gun behind the
pitching machine. In these occurrences, the radar gun could not attain a measurement of
velocity. When the pitch hit the barrel, a reading of Vin and V

0u1

could be recorded. This

process was done with the ash bat and repeated with the metal bat to compare their
coefficients of restitution.
The next test was to compare the wood and metal bats during live swings and not
while stationary. For this test the same pitching machine was used as well as the same
metal and wood bats. Two members of the Linfield College baseball team had their
swings recorded in the batting cages The pitching machine was set up 15 meters away
from the batters and set to 84 miles per hour (38 m/s). The incoming velocity and
outgoing velocity was recorded using the radar gun from behind the hitter. At these
higher velocities, it did not matter whether the velocity measurements were done from
behind or in front of the batter. The radar gun was able to get a reading for a majority of
trials.
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For each trial a feeder would place a ball into the machine and the batter would hit
the ball to the best of his ability. This simulates real game performance of the bats as if
hitting off of a live pitcher. The velocity of the pitched ball was recorded as well as the
velocity of the batted ball with the radar gun. When a batter hits a baseball, the handle is
vibrated differently depending on where the ball contacts the barrel. If the ball contacts
the end of the bat or where the handle and barrel meet, the bat is violently vibrated. The
batter will feel this as a painful sting. When the batter contacts the ball with the middle of
the barrel of the bat, known as the sweet spot by baseball players, no painful vibrations
are felt and more energy is transferred into the ball . A batter knows when this happens.
After each trial, the batter was instructed to report when he contacted the baseball with
the sweet spot. The batters were rotated in intervals of 5 swings so fatigue would have a
negligible effect in the experiment.
The last test on the bats was done to gain a better understanding of the different
waves created by a bat-ball collision. When baseball bats vibrate due to a collision,
different modes are created in the bat that vibrate at frequencies unique to the bat. The
scientific definition of the sweet spot is the distance between the nodes of the first two
modes. These waves can help locate the sweet spot by locating the nodes of the modes.
To find the frequencies at which these modes vibrate, a spectrograph of the bat's
vibrations after a collision was taken. When held about 5 inches down from the end of
the barrel, bats can vibrate freely when struck. By pinching the bat between two fingers
and hitting the handle on the ground, the bat can vibrate for a few seconds. After striking
13

the bat the bat in this way, the acoustic spectrum was recorded with a computer program
such as a spectrum analyzer by Oxford Wave Research and a microphone.
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Iv. Results and Analysis

The data from the batting cage experiments were recorded and compiled over multiple
days. The two batters hit in rounds of 5 swings. Between 11 and 16 rounds were recorded with
both bats. The raw data from these sessions are shown in Figures 1Oa, 1Ob, 11 a, and 11 b. The
velocity out of the pitching machine was consistently 3 8 meters per second. This velocity is
marked with a red line along the graphs in the figures .

a)

Batter 1 Easton (Metal)

10

b)
Batter 2 Easton (Metal)
50

i

6

30

10

Figure 10: The outgoing velocities of the balls hit with the metal bat by batters I and 2 are
shown.
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a)
Batter 1 Old Hickory (Wood)
50

b)

Batter 2 Old Hickory Ash 0543
50

Figure 11 a, 11 b: The outgoing velocities of the balls hit with the wood bat by batters 1 and 2 are
shown.
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The hitters reported when they contacted the ball with the sweet spot of the bat. Their
reports correspond nearly perfectly with the balls that had a velocity off the bat that was greater
than the velocity toward the bat. There were a few batted balls just above the incoming velocity
that were not reported as contacting the sweet spot with the metal bat, but none that were
reported as contacting the sweet spot were below this threshold for both bats.
For batter 1, when the ball contacted the sweet spot of the metal bat the ball left with an
average velocity of 43 .1 meters per second compared to 38.9 meters per second for the wood bat
(Old Hickory). When batter 1 missed the sweet spot, the metal bat caused the ball to leave the
bat at just 32.7 meters per second. The wood bat hit the ball with a velocity of 30.7 meters per
second when missing the sweet spot. For batter 2, balls hit by the sweet spot of the metal bat
exited with an average velocity of 42.2 meters per second. The sweet spot of the wood bat hit
balls with an average velocity of 39.7 meters per second. When the sweet spot was missed, balls
had an average velocity of 31.2 meters per second off of the metal bat and 31 .3 meters per
second off of the wood bat. This means when contacting the sweet spot, metal outperformed
wood by 8.3%. WheQ missing the sweet spot, the bats performed similarly with metal
outperforming wood by only 1.4%.
In addition to performing better when contacting the sweet spot, the sweet spot was hit

with a much higher frequency. In Figures l 2a and l 2b the frequency at which certain exit
velocities occurred is illustrated for both bats. On these histograms, it is easy to see the gap in
exit velocity with the metal bat between contacting the sweet spot and missing it. For the wood
bat, these velocities are more evenly distributed. This highlights the significantly higher
performance of the metal sweet spot compared to the wood's.
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Batters were able to contact the sweet spot 57% of the time with the metal bats. This
value for wood was over 10% lower at 45%. This correlates to the metal bats having a larger
sweet spot as it is easier to hit.
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Figure 12: The distribution of velocities of baseballs hit by the metal and wood bats.
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Although the BBCOR bats are designed to act more like wood, they only do so when the
sweet spot is missed. The sweet spot was contacted more often with the metal bat, and, when it
was, the coefficient of restitution was higher than that of a wood bat.
To compare sweet spots, the acoustic spectra of the bats were analyzed using Oxford
Wave Research Spectrum View Plus. The bat was pinched at the barrel of the bat and its handle
was struck against the ground. This caused the natural modes of vibration in the bat to oscillate
and the acoustic spectrum of these vibrations was recorded. The spectrum analysis is shown in
Figures 13a and 13b. The frequencies of the modes are shown by the spikes in the graphs. The
first two modes in the wood have a difference in frequency of only 150 Hz. The strongest two
modes of the metal bat are 440 Hz apart. This difference means that the nodes of the first two
modes are farther apart in the metal bat. This means the metal has a larger sweet spot.
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Figure 13: The acoustic spectrum of the wood (top) and metal (bottom) bats are shown.
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V. Conclusion
The results showed differences in performance between the metal and wood bats.
Although the bats had similar results when the sweet spot was missed, the metal bats had a
substantially larger coefficient of restitution when the ball was hit with the sweet spot. The
sweet spot was also hit at a higher frequency with the metal bat than the wood. This points to
the fact that the sweet spot of the metal bat is larger and may be easier to control due to its
weight distribution.
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